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which in tum lead to incon~ect conclusions about the effcct of reference price. For example, Chang, 
Siddarth, and Weinberg (,1999) find that the estimate of sfjclt-er sllock (the dlffcrence between 
refcrence price and observed pricc) p~rameter can be biased upward when purchase-tlming 
heterogeneity Is not taken into accoLlnt. Parallel to this study, Bell and Lattin (2000) show that any 
cross-sectional estimate of loss avcrsion is confounded by the presence of unaccounted-for h~terogeneity 
 In price responsiveness. Furthermore, I･.J:' 'i_~hnamurthi, Mazumdar, and Raj (1992) found that wh~n 
inventory reaches stock-out level, brand-Ioyal consurner do not exhibit loss aversion whereas switc.hers 
do. 
ThroughoLlt this paper, therefore, we wili shed the light on the hTlportance of accounting for 
consumer hete~~o~:'aeneity in the analysis of refcrence price. We address several Issues related to the 
concept of reference price In which consumer hetero_(~..eneity remain unaccounted for or has not been 
accounted for properJy. Fh-st, we deal with the process of the formation of reference price. We develop 
a hybrid model of refcrence price ~'onTlatlon in ~vhich reference price is fonTlulized as a welghted 
 average of interi7ed /-efel･e,7ce p/'icc and exfe/';7ed refe･r'ence pr!ce. The fonner Is the one whlch Is based 
on past prices paid and the latter is the one which is based on some brands' current prices. Consumer 
heterogeneity is accounted for by asSuming that the weights (we call it illenlo,~' pcll"ameter) could vary 
across consumers and brands. Consumer characteristlcs are used to explain the variation. This hybrid 
model is an extension of previous worl{s by Rajendran and Tellls (1994) and Mazlundar and Papatla 
(2000). Our objective here is to investigate the distributlon of ITl:emol~r parametel's across consumers 
and the factors that could help explain their variation. 
Secondly, we introduce a choice model with heterogeneous price thresholds. COlISLllTler heterogenelty 
is accounted for using latent class model or finite mixture model (Kamakura and Russell 1989). Using 
the model, consumers are divided into several segments each of which is characterized by shTrilarity 
m prrce lesponsrveness In this study we tll*d to estwate segment level price thresholds whele the 
estimation is conducted using grid search method. 
The third issue we addr~ss here is pal~allel to the prevlous one. hl the study, we model l'~Jrice 
thresholds to bc consumer specific. To account for heterogeneity, we apply hierarchical Bayes model 
that link price thresholcls to some consumer characteristic~~~. Individual level parameters, including price 
thresholds and market responses parameters, are estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. 
The study is aimed at Investigating individual level price thresholds and their distribution across 
consumers. 
In the last of the paper, we explore sonle managerial implications based on the infonnation of 
individual level parameter estimates of price thresholds along with market responses. We conduct a 
simulation study of customized pricing strategy to examine the effects of price discounts and price 
hikes on sales and profits. The discount and hike rates are set differently with respect to individual 
price thresholds. To assess the effects of the customized prlcing strategy, we compare the results with 
non-customized one in which discount and hike rate are set unifonnly for ail consumers. 
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